practical matters

Hospital and health
system leaders are
continually
making improvements
in strategic planning,
operating performance
and management
discipline, yet
transition rarely
receives the attention
it warrants.

Change at the Top
A solid plan for selecting a new CEO will ease
a change in leadership when the time comes
By Mark T. O’Neil Jr.

T

he most crucial time in an organization’s life is the transition
from one CEO to another. But
while considerable time and attention
are given to the mission and vision of
a company, this often isn’t the case
with CEO-transition planning. Such
planning is particularly needed in
health care, where hospital CEO turnover was 18 percent in 2014, among the
highest rates in the past 15 years. Additionally, the CEO population is aging:
The average age is 62, making transition all the more imminent for many
organizations.
Hospital and health system leaders
are continually making improvements
in strategic planning, operating performance and management discipline, yet
transition rarely receives the attention
it warrants. The most important duty of
an organization’s board of directors or
trustees is hiring and firing its CEO and
providing a smooth transition when it
does.

Why transition occurs
There are at least three circumstances
that require a change in CEO. Rather
than implementing a one-size-fits-all
approach, leadership teams should be
prepared for the following possibilities:
Voluntary change: This is the most
common situation; it is often the result

of the CEO finding a better opportunity
or deciding to retire. The more notice
the CEO gives, the more fluid the transition.
Involuntary transition: When the
CEO is asked to leave, certain factors
can make the process difficult. There is
often an extended period of unrest involving board members, medical staff,
employees and other stakeholders.
Illness or death: Tragic circumstances
can become even more so when the
board has given no previous thought to
CEO succession. One of the most difficult decisions a board must make is
determining the appropriate time to
ask a CEO to step down temporarily or
permanently due to a prolonged health
problem.

Effective planning
As circumstances can vary, leaders
should protect themselves and their organization against the harmful effects
of CEO transition by planning ahead.
Recognize the need for succession
planning. During performance evaluations, succession planning is often
mentioned but seldom completed. It
is imperative for the governing board
to insist upon and follow through with
formal succession planning. Failure
to do so may be a sign of complacency
and an indicator that transition will

be difficult.
Appoint a committee and hire a
consultant. The board may be reluctant to spend money on transition
planning, but investing in a consultant
is a good idea unless the board includes
a member experienced in the science
of CEO transition. A consultant brings
professional experience and provides
neutrality.
Have a forthright talk about the
most likely time frame for a transition. While this discussion may be
difficult, it is critical. Drawing up contracts with CEOs is the norm, so when
it’s time for renewal, use it as an opportunity to have a constructive transition
discussion.
Boards should not make assumptions about the incumbent CEO’s intentions. A board may assume that its
63-year-old CEO will retire in the next
few years, when, in fact, he or she is
planning to work past age 70. Be sure
to have a talk with the CEO and a limIMAGE FROM FANATIC STUDIO/ILLUSTRATION SOURCE

ited number of board members, as a
candid discussion reduces misunderstandings.
Develop a detailed transition
plan. This step becomes important
when the countdown to transition is
less than two years. A proper plan may
include:
• A detailed communication plan
that states what, when and to whom
communications will be made.
• A process that the board will follow
in selecting the next leader.
• An updated and reviewed CEO
profile that describes what sort of
leader will be needed for the coming
period.
• A list of key activities from a strategic and operational perspective that
need to be completed during and after
the transition.
• In case of retirement, a candid discussion about what role, if any, the retiring CEO will play in the transition.
• A review of internal candidate pos-

sibilities and development activities
to implement.
• An outline of detailed procedures
that will be used to select a consultant
if the determination is made to “go outside.”
Prepare an emergency succession
plan. Sudden departures happen, and
the worst time to decide on an interim
CEO is during a crisis. A simple plan,
endorsed by the executive committee, will suffice. The plan should be reviewed annually and address authority
in the event of an unplanned absence
as well as the appointment of an interim CEO. This plan should be communicated to key stakeholders.
There are options for choosing an
interim CEO. These range from identifying a senior manager capable of
temporary leadership to brushing up
on organizations that provide interim
leadership. An increasingly used approach is appointing a member of the
board to lead temporarily.

Establish consensus on what is
needed. Every organization is different. It is essential that job descriptions
are in place for senior managers, especially for the CEO position. Formally
review and update these profiles annually.
Know the aspirations and development needs of the senior team. Hiring
personnel is the most significant investment an organization can make.
While human capital, especially leadership, is expensive when invested in
correctly, it becomes even more expensive when invested in incorrectly.
Succession planning looks to the
next generation of leaders, and it emphasizes a commitment to developing
leadership. Through a set of formalized
tools, an organization’s board and its
CEO can ensure that proper talent development occurs.

Big stakes
Because turnover is so expensive,
board members should take extreme
care to effectively manage CEO turnover. They show commitment to the
hospital or health care system by
making professional development a
key component of the organization’s
culture.
The hiring and firing of the CEO is the
most important function of any board.
Remember: Doing it right is better than
doing it over. T
Mark T. O’Neil Jr. , FACHE (moneil@yaffeco.
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Leadership Development

We’re IN this with you.

The Best Leaders Are Always Prepared.
The Best Organizations Prepare Their Leaders.
Just as a leader would not walk into an important meeting
unprepared, neither would your organization leave succession
planning to chance. Allow our team to bring you the plan,
process, and discipline needed to maintain a healthy pipeline of
motivated people.
You will find our tools to be relevant. They are also an incredible
value for your investment, because our Leadership
Development team has deep experience as leaders
themselves. They can quickly assess your needs, and ensure
that you hire and retain the best talent.
In the all-too-familiar cycle shown below, you see the contrast of
what can happen when you have a plan – and when you don’t.
No matter where in the cycle your organization is, our team can
step in and steer you onto a cycle of success.
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Long-Term
The more notice a leader gives, the
more fluid the transition.

Mid-Term
Whether the transition is voluntary or
involuntary on the part of the leader,
many factors can make the process
difficult unless a plan is in place.

Mark O’Neil, Jr., FACHE
410-494-4134
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Mark O’Neil has thirty years of health care leadership experience, most recently
as Chief Executive Officer of Hilton Head Regional Healthcare, a Tenet owned
facility in North Carolina. He has served as President/CEO of the Mercy Health
System of Southeast Pennsylvania, and as Corporate Chief Operating Officer of
Catholic Health East, with over 100 facilities in 11 states. He also served as
President and CEO of United Health Services in Binghamton, N.Y., where he
facilitated the development of an 85-member multispecialty physician group, home
care companies, rural hospitals, and a long-term care facility in the Integrated
Health System. Earlier in his career he served as a member of the Senior
Leadership team at the University of Rochester’s (NY) Strong Memorial Hospital,
gaining valuable experience in Academic Medicine. Mark has served on the
boards of more than six hospital associations and several community boards. He
and his family live in Hilton Head Island, South Carolina.

Michael Merson

Richard T. Lopes, MD, MBA has more
than 30 years of experience in medical
group, hospital and health system
administration. He recently retired from
SCL Health where he served as
Executive Vice-President and Chief
Population Health Officer. He is board
certified in internal medicine, and his
career has included leadership roles in
large multispecialty group practice,
clinical effectiveness program
development, health plan management,
hospital and health system governance
and leadership development, clinical
quality and safety, and clinical
information systems. He and his wife live
in Asheville, North Carolina.

Mike Merson is a retired President of
MedStar Health, the largest integrated
health care delivery system in the
Baltimore/Washington corridor, and
has served as Chairman of the Board
of CareFirst – Blue Cross/Blue Shield.
He has held leadership positions in the
Maryland Hospital Association, along
with several other professional and
community associations. He also
serves on the Executive Committee of
the Baltimore Museum of Art. He and
his family live in Baltimore, Maryland.
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Aspiration Assessments
Individualized Development Plans
Performance Evaluation

Warren Green served as President
and CEO of LifeBridge Health, a
three-hospital regional health care
system in Baltimore, Maryland, which
was named as one of the Top 100
Employers in America by Fortune
Magazine during Warren’s tenure there.
Prior to his role at LifeBridge, Warren
also served as President and CEO of
Sinai Hospital of Baltimore, and of
hospitals in Minneapolis, St. Paul, and
Philadelphia. He has served on more
than five non-profit boards, chaired the
Compensation Committee of the
Maryland Hospital Association, and
serves as the Commissioner of
Maryland Public Broadcasting. He and
his wife live in Owings Mills, Maryland.

Christina Grimes is the Director of
Client Services at Yaffe & Company,
and has a decade of experience with
technical analysis, including
compensation and benefit analysis,
incentive pay and goal structure, and
performance evaluations. Prior to
joining Yaffe & Company, she
designed and implemented benefit
plans for executive groups at a wealth
management firm. She has a
Bachelor’s degree in International
Studies from Dickinson College, and
an MBA from Loyola University. She
and her family live in North
Greenbush, New York.
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Rather than implementing a
one-size-fits-all approach, leadership
teams should be prepared for the
following circumstances.

PRACTICE LEAD
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Reasons for
Transition Planning

The Yaffe & Company
Leadership Development Team

Key Capabilities
Succession Planning
Long-term, Mid-Term, & Emergency

410-494-4107
rlopes@yaffeco.com

410-494-4168
mmerson@yaffeco.com

Gap Assessments
Team & Individuals – 360° and
Interviews

Executive Coaching
For Individuals & Teams

Emergency

Transition Management

An organization needs to protect
itself against the harmful effects of
unexpected accident, illness, or
termination.

Planning, Supporting, Managing, &
Communications

410-494-4105
wgreen@yaffeco.com

410-494-4108
cgrimes@yaffeco.com

